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New titles 2015-2016
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
WHAT AM I GOING TO BE
WHEN I GROW UP?

NUMBER COLOURING BOOK
Miklya Zsolt
Format: 28 pages
Ages: 5-8

Mónika Miklya Luzsányi
Colour print children’s book:
Format: 48 pages
Colouring books:
Format: 2 × 16 pages

Number practice pages for
1-12 that connect to biblical
stories, and concepts of
quantity and geometry. As
well as practicing numbers,
children will have a better
grasp of the concepts of
many, full, circle, How
many? every, miss, first, second, nothing, a couple, etc.
The book contains drawings to colour in and interactive
exercises. With moving, nice illustrations by Melinda Vajda.

Stories related to skills and
jobs in the time of the Bible
and now. For 6-7 year old
children, with clear and
simple text that are right for
young readers. The book
comes with two colouring
books
which
contain
drawings and interactive
exercises. Illustrated by
Mónika Horváth.

PENCIL FUN BOOKS
WHO IS THE KING?

The story of the visitors from the East
Format: 16 pages
Full Colour
Each little book presents a Bible story that children read with
teachers or parents. And then the fun begins! Pages hide secret
pictures that children reveal as they shade in the white areas
using the side of a pencil point. Use Pencil Fun Books as fillers
when needed in Sunday school or with children arriving a little
early. Great for rewards, take-homes, and giveaways too!

1. The Corns Of Ruth
2. A Boy Is To Be Born
3. Where’s Your Treasure?
4. Let’s Celebrate!
5. Do You Want To Be The First?
6. You Must See This!
7. Do You Love Me?
8. Come With Me!
The other 8 titles are available, too!

FICTION FOR TEENS AND ADULTS
HOODIE – SUMMER
Under way

These genuine and heartfelt short stories
by Katalin Győri tell about the
problems, dilemmas and relationships
of today’s young people through the
stories of a teenager boy.
The topics of the stories: the first
love,
father-son
relationship,
conflicts in the family, voluntary
work, stay or go abroad.

ON THIS SIDE OF
HEAVEN
Format: 148 pages

Single mum of six, Julie moves to
the Croatian seaside after a great
emotional trauma. However, her
attempt to escape the past turns out
to be very different from the safe
haven she imagined at first.
This novel of Izabella Nagy is
about true love and loving God
unconditionally.

BOARD GAMES
IN THE STEPS OF JESUS
A scripture knowledge quiz
Palyers: 2-6
Age: 10 years onwards
The board depicts the map of Palestine in the times of Jesus. During the game players
move about the board and answer various scripture knowledge questions. Answering the
various multiple choice, simple question and answer, odd one out and guessing types of
questions, players give evidence of how much they know about the life and teachings of
Jesus. If two players land on the
same square they have a choice of
co-operation or competition. When co-operating, the two players give the
answer together. In case of competition only the player who gives the
correct answer is rewarded by a point. Every player has a chance to create
the best strategy for themselves.
The aim of the game is to cover as many areas of the map as possible and to
give as many correct answers as possible. Meanwhile connections are built
either via co-operation or competition. Levels of difficulty vary. Children
may play with an easy-level pack while the advanced set might prove to be
challenging even for adults with thorough scripture knowledge.

FIT IN MISFITS
A game to learn about the Old
Testament
Players: 2-6
Ages: 5-10
“Fit in Misfits” is a new and further
developed version of the classic
children’s game where you mix and
match the cards to create funny
characters. The aim of the game is to
complete as many characters as
possible while learning about some of
the most important stories of the Old Testament. With
Scripture references and with delightful illustrations.
The New Testament version is available, too!
CHILD IN THE CRIB
A storytelling, biblical quartet card game
Players: 2-6
Ages: from 8 years onward
Under way
Traditional quartet card game about John the Baptist and
Jesus’ birth, childhood and baptism. The card-pack
contains 36 storytelling cards and 4 additional Spirit cards,
that represent the Holy Spirit. Beautiful, bright illustrations
by István Damó that will capture a child’s imagination.

TENT NURSERY
Matching and memory game
Players: 2-6
Ages: from 4 years onwards
There are 25 pairs of cards with
pictures from the life of the patriarchs.
The players meet the places,
characters, animals, plants, things of
everyday life of the Old Testament. A few examples: tent,
shepherd, well, sling, haversack, camel, sheep, clothes, knife.
The pictures of matching pairs are not identical, yet it is not
difficult to match them. Apart from the traditional memory
game many different matching games can be played with the
set. Bright, full colour illustrations by Rita Kelemen Czakó.

WHAT IS YOUR JOB?
Biblical memory quartet
Players: 1-6
Ages: from 6 years onwards
12 jobs from biblical times
are depicted on 48 cards.
These are: a shepherd, a
fisherman, a grape harvesting
man, a harvesting farmer,
a hand milling housewife,
a musician, a rabbi, a potter, a
carpenter, a soldier, a money-changer and a pigeon dealer.
Game description includes four variations: memory quartet,
occupation puzzle, occupation quartet and the original What
Is Your Job.

